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Not only are the energies of the athletic editors of
T H E
PC j PlI M U X I
college papers devoted to filling up space on the swbject,
Published Monthly duriD-g University Year by the Students but the editors of some of the foremost magazines of the
oi .he University of Montana.
country consider the game of sufficient general interest
Si ’g!e Copies.............................
to
warrant them in occupying considerable valuable space
Subscription Price per year......
in reporting the progress of the sport throughout the
Editor-in-Chiei...........................
country.
\ Katherine Ronan
Liicrary Editors.....................
The importance which is attached to football may be
■ \ ........Pearl Scott
Local Editor.............................
ascribed, not only to the fascination of the game itself
E:;( hange Ediior.......................
to those who understand its principles and merits, but
Business Manager....................
to the physical tra -ug and mental discipline involved
Entered as Sevondulass Maii Matter at the Postoffice at and its bearing upon the character of those who engage
Missoula, Montana.
in it. This importance is also due in some, and perhaps
MISSOULA, MONTANA, NOVEMBER, 1901.
a large, measure to the fact that the game is recognized
to he an important factor in advertising colleges. The
character of a team which is put into the field by a school
is very apt to influence the general notion of the institu
tion itself om* the part of the public. The character and
conduct of the students who compose a team are very
1&--V6 ■ &■■ % ^
■
M
gapt to be taken as an index of the make-up of the stu
By the time the next issue o-f The Kaimin is in the- dent body of the college which, they represent. If the
hands of our readers, the Thanksgiving season—the first players are of the kind who enter into the game with
holiday occasion in the college year—will have come and zeal, determination and1fire, and at the same time exer
gone. We therefore make haste to grasp this opportunity cise self-control and exhibit gentlemanly conduct the
of expressing the hope that the intermission, which will verdict of thoss who witness their action, whether the
occur, will be pleasantly spent by each and every one. We fortune of the team he victory or defeat, will he that
trust that in the case of each the past year has been they come from a school where principles are taught
fraugiht with such circumstances and experiences that worthy of the favorable consideration of those who are
expressions of thamks may be unhesitatingly raised upon seeking an institution which develops noble manhood and
that festal day. We also trust that the drumsticks will' gentlemanly behavior.
be large, juicy and tender; that 1he cranberries may be
The merits of the game of football have bem the sub
in no wise lacking in pleasant zest; and that your triangle ject of much discussion and no little controversy. Let
of pie may have lengthy sides and large angles.
those who would arrive at a fair judgment on the ques
tion, view it in all its various aspects.
Among subjects for discussion during the autumn sea
The most pronounced objection to the game, advanced
son throughout the college world, that of football natur by those who are unfavorable to it, is the liability to
ally occupies a most prominent .position. The subject is physical injury which is assumed by those who take part.
of interest to college men, especially since football is Though it is true that danger from this source is at all
more distinctively than any other sport, a college game. times possible, yet the greater part of the injuries which
Baseball, golf and tennis bold their minor places and are received on the gridiron are brought about by unfair
receive a certain limited degree of attention; but foot play. If care is* taken to, at all times, secure competent
ball commands an amount of consideration far surpass and impartial officials euch unfair plav mav he instantly
ing that given to any of these1other games. This fact stopped and thus the chief source of injurv be removed.
But, even though the chance of sustaining injury be
is, in one striking way, evidenced bv the amount of space
which is devoted to the subject in the fall issues of col present. *he mie^ton still remains an to whether the ad
lege publications. Column after column is given over to vantages of the game do not counterbalance and over
accounts of games, in comment on the work of teams or come thisi objection. It is not our purpose to enter into
individuals, in spurring the plavera on to strong endeavor a discussion of the question here. For an excellent and
by favorable comment or sharp criticism, reviewing vic able article on the ethical functions of football attention
is called to one written by President Thwing of the West*
tories or chronicling defeats,
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era Reserve University for the November number of The
North American Review.
It seems that an answer to the question of the desira
bility of football as a college sport is to be found in the
almost unanimous verdict of those who have given it
the most careful and thorough consideration, that it is
a splendid means of developing sturdy manhood and force
ful character, and is worthy of all the support which it
receives.
Students:—To those Who aid In the support of our
college paper, loyalty from us is due. Without the finan
cial assistance which is rendered by the business men
of the city in advertising with us our paper could not
well be conducted. Therefore, in all cases, we urge
that those business houses and enterprises whose ads
you see in the Kaimin receive your patronage. Peruse
the advertising columns thoroughly and govern your pur
chases accordingly. Give trade to whom trade is due.
I£
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THE INFLUENCE OF TYPES uF SCENERY ON LIT
ERATURE.

Without a doubt, the scenery of a country plays an
important part in its literature, particularly in its poetry.
The grim Titanic mythology of Scandinavia plainly
bears witness to its birth in a region of rugged, snowy
mountains, under gloomy and tempestuous skies; while
the legends and superstitions Of ancient Greece are due
in no small measure to the mingled climates, varied scen
ery and rocky structures of the mountains. And if the
earliest efforts of human imagination were thus stimulat
ed by the more impressive features of the outer world, it
is natural to suppose that the same features would con
tinue to influence the mental development of a people,
and especially the growth of a national literature. *
As an illustration of this statement Britaiii may rife
taken. The southeastern part of the island consists of
gently undulating ridges, separated from each other by
winding vales or plains. Nowhere does any ruggedness
obtrude itself. The ranges of low hills have rounded
summits and smooth slopes with scarcely ever a naked
rock; all is covered with a carpet of green herbage. So
gentle is the inclination from thfe watersheds to the coast
that the rivers wind very Slowly down—often they seem
hardly to flow. “Rushing brdokS” are scarcely eVer to be
found. The prevailing characteristic is unbroken placid
ity. As an. illustration of the part played by this scenery
in our literature, Cowper, Thomson and Bunhsi may be
cited.
The retreat in the valley of the Ouse, to Which Cow
per fled from the noise of city life, was eminently fitted
by it's quiet seclusion to soothe his spirit arid to fill his
imagination and eye witl) images of rural peace and gentle

beauty. To. the cursory visitor the scenes might seem
tame and commonplace, yet to the Englishman they have
been forever glorified and consecrated by the imagina
tion of the poet. The lapse of time has left the scene es
sentially unchanged, and in. going over the walks that
Cowper loved we may see the accuracy and felicity of his
descriptions, and appreciate more fully the poetic genius
which, out of such simple materials, could gather so much
that is beautiful. No scene could have been more con
genial to Cowper’s temperament, for his timid,nature
shrank from all that was rugged and wild. Throughout
all his poetry the influence of this quiet peacefulness is
seen. He writes of the calm of evening, of the river shin
ing in the moonlight, the creep of Autumn over wood and
field, the advent of winter, or the glory of coming spring.
Every mood of Nature in this sequestered vale was vividly
painted by him. The other two Lowland writers were
born, in the southeastern part of Scotland. Here the sur
face is more broken than in English lowlands. Endless
crags and hills rise out of the surrounding lower country,
and the streams, owing to the uneven form and steeper
slope of the ground, are full of motion as they tumble
over waterfalls and plunge through rocky ravines to the
sea. The influence of this more rugged and tumultuous
scenery is plainly felt in the poem “Winter,” written oy
Thomson. It painted changes of the sky, tempests, rainclouds and snow-storms, and it brought the gloom of a
Northern winter vividly before the mind of the reader.
His other poems show the effect of the same scenery,
although he was in Southern England when he wrote
them.
In his relation to Nature, Burns was very different
from his literary contemporaries. Instead of writifag as
a pleased spectator of the country, of life and sound, Of
calm arid storm, he sang as one into whose inmost heart
the power of these things had entered. The hills arid
woods were, to Burns, not merely scenes to be visited arid
described, but scenes which had become a part of his very
being. They kindled his poetic ardor and became them
selves the subject of his sorig.
Of the British uplands the only part connected with
English literature is that of the wide border country of
England and Scotland. It was among these uplands that
the Border ballads had their birth. The ballads are so
full of human incident as to have little room for a back
ground of landscape, but some of the features of the scen
ery are here and there indicated by a line or a word.
Scott spent his boyhood days among these upland hills
and, broken in health, he returned to them to die. As
for the influence of the scenery o»n Scott, no one can read
“Lay of the Last Minstrel” or “Marmion” without feeling
the spell, of the Border country.
The highlands are more poorly represented in litera
ture than the uplands arid lowlands. The Scenery of the
western highlands of Scotland was first brought into
prominence by a publication in 1760 of “Fragments of
Ancient Poetry Collected in the Highlarids” by James
MacPherson. There was much discussion, as to the au
thenticity of these poems; they show, however, a great
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deal of poetic talent and knowledge of the scenery* who
ever may have been the real composer.
The Lake District in England is reflected in the poet
ry of /Wordswoitil. Boi-n and brea there, his works are
full of the scenery faithlully portrayed, and it is evident
that affection for his *native hills aud dales was deeply
wrought into his poetic nature.
• The truest and most lasting poetic literature of every
country is that in which the love of nature is expressed
through its influence on the writer. A strong and pow
erful influence it is, and will always continue to be as
long a& poetry and scenery shall endure.
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One of.-these seeds has long since sent out its roots
of promise, felt the thrill of life in all its mepibers and
burst into glorious bloom. The flower itself has perished,
but its perfume still lingers in the air, and its^ seeds, scat
tered by the winds, have taken root and borne.;lesser but
still beautiful blooms.
What were the conditions under which this particular
seed took such strong hold—this germ of song and poetry?
It was rudely but carefully tended by the hand of an Eng
lish people—truly nursed in the lap of Mother Earth, for
they, themselves, lived very near to Nature. Nature bred
in them the strength and ruggedness of her mountains,
the reckless daring that is in her cataracts as they leap
THE COLLEGE YELL.
breathlessly from their rocky heights into the seething
depths below. She half closed their sleeipy eyes, and
There is sadness in the moaning
whispered sombre, melancholy tales into their ears. It
Of the wind through forest trees,
took her longer to teach them some of her softer, happier
Or the patter of the autumn rain
aspects, but she had good material with which to work.
On the fallen yellow leaves.
The Indian is the most stoical of savages, yet he-gives
vent once in a while to his emotions. Old Nokomis still
There is joy in the note of a song-uird,
croons to Hiawatha; the brave lashes his blood to fever
Or the droning of a bee,
heat in the war dance and expresses his feelings in low,
Or the lap of waves on a sandy beach
•gutteral grunts. This could scarcely be called song, yet
Of the deep and mystic sea.
it might claim some distant kinship to the war-cries and
chants with which our Saxon forefathers went into bat
There is life in the call of a bugle,
tle. But the tendency to singing had had its birth before
Or the clanging of a bell;
they went forth as invaders and conquerors. One would
But what stirs the blood of a college youth
naturally think it would be joy for which men would sing
Like a good old ringing yell?
but this was not always so. Shut off from their liberty
and what little pleasure they had from their wild life, by
iSweet is the sound to a warrior
the storms that so often swept down upon them from
. Of the thundering battle call,
the north, the Saxons could find recreation only in feast
Or the clatter of hoofs in a cavalry charge,
ing and drinking and song, a natural accompaniment of
Or the whir of a musket ball.
the latter. No doubt here they told stories of adventure
by land and escapes by sea, but, unlike tneir conquerors,
But sweeter still to the student
they
seem to always have been a singing race, and related
Is a fierce, wild-ringing cry
these
stories in song. As they were always a seafaring
That sounds like a lot of bellowing calves
people
their minds would run in the same channel. They
To every passerby.
sang their songs together. When their “brains began to
mellow” under the influence of strong ale, how they would
Live on, then, good old custom,
seek
to forget the roaring storm b7' making, with their
In the years that are to be
own
bellowing
the rafters ring, if they possessed such a
And split the ears and make men curse
thing,
for
we
are
told of their sea kings “who had never
Barbaric ancestry.
—L. S., ’03.
slept under the smoky rafters of a roof, who had never
drained the ale-horn of an inhabited hearth.”
EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE.
They not only sang together, but had their bards, for
In the broad field of the world, as in a flower garden, we are told in Beowulf, in the description of the Danish
innumerable seeds are sown. In the common flower gar coast, there was a certain green spot in a quiet place,
den, the pansy plant, for instance, needs a shady spot in where the bard walked up and down of an evening and
which to thrive; other plants need plenty of strong sun composed his lays. The lays were not . all 'orgotten.
shine to impart vigor to them. Some plants require co Some that Father Time has preserved for our use went to
pious rains in order to wax strong and sturdy; under the make up what we consider our first English poems. Here
same conditions the seeds of others rot. So the seeds is the ugly duckling, but into what a beautiful fowl he has
of the world require certain conditions in order to spring developed! Beowulf is a history of the customs, deeds
into life. If the conditions for the common seed are not and lives* of our forefathers. It shows the “poetic genius
fulfilled it decays and returns to the earth from which of the race.” However, the'/ have not yet learned to really
it came; the seeds of this great garden of the world have sing—they shout, and Caedmon later on catches up the
everlasting life. Although they may -now be dormant, echo and prolongs it, but in a different key. Some strong
they still have power and energy, and are only awaiting power has come suddenly into the barbarian’s life and is
the magic touch of the finger of the wizard, Time.
creating a turmoil. “N|ow we hear the grand word of
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God,” says the historian. “It quitted the learned schools,
the dead languages, the dusty shelves on which the clergy
suffered it to repose, covered with the confusion of com
mentators and fathers. Wicliff appeared and translated
it in a spirit similar to Luther’s.”
One hundred and fiity years after the Saxon invasion
there came an era of peace and the birth of a new litera
ture, and we have the “venerable Bede,” Alcuin, John
Erigena, and others. These men were not original writ
ers, but sought to gather something from the Greek and
Latin encyclopaedias, which might be useful to the peo
ple. Later, Alfred seeks to instruct the simple minds of
the Saxoas. He translates the “‘de ConsolaMon” of Bortbius, and reduces it to the level of a child’s story, but
is unable to cope with the disadvantages of long years
of barbarism and ignorance. Monks take up the broken
thread of the chronicle. The “Latinized Skald.” Adhelm.
writes acrostics, and, as one says, “is like a barbarian
who seizes a flute from the hands of a player, to order to
blow it with inflated lungs, as if it were the bellowing horn
of an aurochs.”
The next time the muse consents to favor us we sit
erect and listen attentively, for she sings in an unknown
tongue. Much of the music of singing has vanished. She
relates stories of “adventure, battle, surprises, 6*ngle
combats, embassies, speeches, processions, ceremonies,”
and would go on endlessly. The old bard must soon re
tire to some quiet nook, beneath a tree, and muse on the
changes that have taken place: He still composes, but
he tells of this power that has entered his Hie, the strang
er that has taken his land, of his liberty, loved but lost.
Yes, ho has plenty to occupy his thoughts while he sees
another bard, the usurper, walk in his own accustomed
place in the evening and make “little rymed arguments—
and this is a Norman, the branch that was grafted on to
the old one that it might bear a more perfect fruit.”
Now, we find again chroniclers: Geoffroy Gainer and
Robert Wace. Like the Normans of the time, these men
were especially talkers and critics. At this time “Roland”
sings his “song;” the Normans chronicle the deeds of
Charlemagne; they tell of Arthur and Merita, Greeks and
Romans and every prince and people. Into the war
poems is introduced the new idea of vanity and gallan
try—into literature that characteristic of old French nar
ratives, unity. This is one good result to literature of
the Norman invasion.
The Saxon dresses an idea in all the beautiful phrases
he can command. A Norman says what he has to say,
plainly and ’directly, and makes an end of it. He is con
cise and clear. Whereas a Sa^on heaps up his colors,
the brush of the Norman painter touches the canvas but
lightly. The Saxon song-bird thrills and trills—rushes
over his notes and then over them again. The Norman
song-bird lifts up one small, weak pipe and'seems to think
be has sufficiently informed the world that he is happy.
But let them sing together and what a strain of sweetest
music we have.
In the meantime the man of letters has deserted Na
ture's own bowers and walks only in the halls of rich
Norman nobles, Even Englishmen write in French, as

Robert Grostete in his allegorical poem on Christ; Peter
Langtoft in his chronicle of England, John Haredon and
others.
Johm Mandeville, later on, writes in many languages.
He first translates from the Latin into French. But the
majority of the people do not understand French, so he
must again translate into English. By this time, it is so
long drawn out and dull from the many explanations he
must make in teachimg this young Saxon idea “how to
shoot” that it has lost its strength.
Z
While the French noble has been thinking of trivial
matters of the moment, the Saxons have been slowly gath
ering strength. Step by step they have won liberty, and
now we hear the indignant voice of a people. It is a lit
tle changed because more mellow amd deeper. Wihen It
swells the babbling Norman voice is drowned in the uproar.
We see now, for the first time, a type of the real Eng*
lishman. As one says: “It would seem that the bones
are more solid, and nerves less sensitive in England than
elsewhere. They knock one another about in this coun
try without malice, fury or shame. A free exchange of
honest blows always prepares the way for friendship,”
and so we seem to see Robin. Hood and Little John fight
ing amicably ow the bridge for right of way.
There is something more than boxing going on, how
ever. “Piers Plowman” has had a vision. As be relates it
one can hear a faint rumbling as of distant thunder, the
harbinger of the coming storm.
Such, then, were the conditions which literature found
most favorable, and under which it prospered and grew,
until it reached its grand consummation under the light
of those bright stars of English song and poetry.
A FRESHMAN'S IDEAS ON LIFE.

Life is a jangling of sweet bells.
Life is a song sung to the rich organ music of Love.
Life is a journey over rugged paths and prickly moors.
Lite is a disappointment salted with love and peppered
with hate.
Life is like a spool of thread—easily broken and long
drawn out.
Life js a medley. Love is its sweet and Hate its bit
ter; Hope its loadstone, Despair its evil genius.
Life is a shirt—cleam at the beginning, soiled and worn
w h e D lain aside.
And Heaven is a laundry.
Life is a delicate piece of Battenburg, of which we see
only the knotty side, while God sees the beautiful pat
tern.
The thread that binds us to life is as the garter to the
stocking. Snap the fastener the stocking slips away, and
so with life.
Life is a bouquet of flowers. For each new joy we add,
a blossom fades and dies. At the end we hold a handful
of withered and crumpled weeds,
K. R.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 'BASKETBALL FOR
WOMEN.

I have been requested to write relative to the psycho
logical effects of basketball upon women. A great many
of the points brought forth can be aplied equally well to
basketball for men.
Athletics for women are comparatively new. . Not
many years ago the impression was abroad that women
were frail, delicate creatures, to be kept housed up, dress
ed in exquisite garments and to be admired for their great
beauty. Of late years that idea has been losing ground,
and as woman has invaded those walks of life previously
trod only by man, and has demonstrated her ability and
her right to be recognized as man’s equal, people have
come to the realization that some exercise which should
both be a recreation and an education is advantageous
to the rising generation of women.
Since women never can play football and baseball to
advantage, basketball has been found to meet the needs
and furnish the training desired.
In this game which has had such a marvellous growth
in popularity within a few years, not only are all muscles
called into play and th© physical body developed, but the
mind also must be clear and active and hold complete con
trol over the body.
The great psychological effect of athletics in general
is the control which the mind gains over the body. Espe
cially is this true of basketball. The ability to stand
still when the ball is in your possession and not run with
it; the ability to take advantage of your opponent’s weak
nesses and throw the ball in such a manner that she can
not interfere with it; the ability to hold in check the nat
ural tendencies of yourself and not push or strike an op
ponent, hit the ball with the fist, or kick the ball are all
abilities that are gained only when the mind of the player
has complete control over the body and can regulate its
every action. The strength thus acquired by the mind
will prove helpful in every department of life.
Another phase of basketball which has an important
phsychological bearing on woman is team work. It has
been repeatedly demonstrated that a team of moderate
players who play a strong team game will defeat a team
of experts in which each one plays for himself.
Team work means the frequent subordination of selfinterest to the Interests of the team. The individual
shines only in the general glory of the teatm.
This is a lesson which is hard for beginners to learn
and one which has most important bearings. What is the
nature of team work? What are the mental and moral
demands of it? Evidently they are higher than those of
individual play. This loyalty to the team when such loy
alty puts self in the background is certainly the stuff
that makes men and women. -It is loyalty to a larger
unit than self.
Critics of recent yea<rs have made the assertion that
women are not as loyal to one another as are men; that
they will <not remain as constant and unwavering in their
loyalty to their “set” as will men under the same cir
cumstances.

.
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If this be true, what a bearing basketball has upon the
girls who play it For here they learn to stand by one
another, to sacrifice their own glory for tnat of the team
and the lesson of loyalty and co-operation) thus learned
will accompany them into the other Hubs ana organizations of which they are members.
In addition to these benefits, which are of such untold
value to the girls, are many others which we can only
enumerate but which have great effect upon* the charac
ters and lives of the players.
The intensity of effort and strength of purpose mani
fest in a match game are habits which can well be culti
vated.
These habits are not, however, the only gain. In
competitive games, quickness of observation and prompt
ness ini grasping the situation are invaluable in daily life.
For instance, accident insurance tickets exclude women.
That is not political jealousy; it is business experience.
Many of the casual accidents to women in traveling are
due to hampering dress; many to small actual strength;
but many happeni because women are less quick than men
to see a danger, see a way to escape and take it. They
meed training to understand the case and act accordingly.
Much prompt action, quick planning and many rapid de
cisions are absolutely required in every good game. Hesi
tation, indecision and slowness are overcome.
Accuracy of work is another of the habits that women
most need to acquire. A good basket thrower must keep
a level head, possess quick aim and be able to throw
quickly and accurately. Accuracy in ome thing tends to
accuracy in others.
The experience of receiving light bruises and recover
ing quickly is also helpful in making women more courag
eous and better able to endure greater injuries should
they happen to com©.
And, lastly, I desire to mention the gain resulting hi
unconsciousness of self. It is natural, trained always to
consider how they look, that girls should feel intense dif
fidence about appearance.
But %
when’ a player loses herself in the great interest
she feels in the game and in winning it, and does not
strive to pose or think about whether or not she did this
or that thing gracefully, she has learned a lesson which
will make her a better basketball player and a better wo
man.
Thus we see that basketball tends to cultivate traits
of character which are generally more or less neglected
in girls, and which are so essential to good character and
th© true womanhood toward which every girl is striving.
G. E. BARNES.
PROGRESS.
A young villager, one frosty autumn morn, arose from
his slumbers with a troubled countenance, a great strug
gle had been going on within his breast At last he had
gained the victory.
While seated at the frugal morning meal he addressed
his mother thus: “TVar mother, I mus*leavevoufor some
time. It may be for years. I am going to the City of
Knowledge. The roads are rocky, the hills are precipit
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ous, the forests are dark and gloomy; hut, mother, when
once I reach that fair realm, all trials will be forgotten
as I bask in the light of intelligence.”
“May God speed you on, my son. Never permit your
courage to fail you,” spoke the gentle mother as she im
printed a kiss on his noble brow.
The lad started on his journey. He was without world
ly wealth, but he was rich with health and strong deter
mination. As he was leisurely stepping forward, he was
overtaken by a chum, who asked him where he wa.s going.
Our hero gave the desired information, and the other,
agreeably surprised, said “Oh, that is where 1 am bound
for.”.
The two boys, Earnest and Short Course, jogged along
unui evening. As they were 'nearing a dark, gloomy for
est, Short Course began to be nervous and declared to his
companion that he could hear panthers growl and their
victims moan, Earnest was positive that it was only the
hooting of owls and the croaking of frogs that they heard.
• “Well, this is a fine place you have brought me to,
began Short Course. “Do you think I left my comfortable
home to be gnawed by wild beasts in this lonely place?
If you do, you are badly mistaken; I tell you 1 will not go
through that place. Do you understand?”
As he was ejaculating so wildly a man approached
them. “Ha! Prithee my fine young fellows what disa
greement is there between you?”
, When the boys told him he thought a minute or two
and then laughed heartily.
“Pray excuse my interference, but allow me to give
you a word or two of advice. Do not enter that vast for
est, where you must wander for so long, but rather come
with me and I will show you a shorter way to your des
tination. But spend one year with me and positions of
honor and trust will court you.”
Short Course was easily influenced and he followed
the mam
Earnest proceeded on his way alone. Day after day
he wended slowly on, meeting, occasionally, youths and
maidens pressing forward to the same goal as he.'
Miss Affection and Mr. Bluff soon spied him out, and
both made grand impressions on him. With their decep
tive acts, and sneaky ways, they seemed to get along so
easily that he determined to imitate them. But as he
did not have the natural gift, he failed miserably, and
gained nothing but jeers for his paina
After rallying from this dangerous attack, he progress
ed so well that he was in constant danger of falling into
the hands of the “Know-It-Alls.” He was cajoled and
wheedled so much that he began to believe himself quite
a remarkable fellow.
But the most disastrous event of all was his great in
fatuation for Miss Have A. Goodtime. So serious was this
attack that he barely recovered. But time brought chang
es, and a fair-minded Providence snatched him away,
leaving him branded with the term of “Pug.'
At last, the poor boy began to realise where his goal
was, and that, so far, he had made very litttle progress.
All the grand sentiments which he had so dramatically

spoken before his nidthet liad* decal but mere flighty ex
pressions of ever-estimated zeal.
But determination to realize his early aspirations now
seized him. He set out earnestly on his way and by vig
orous and earnest work at length secured admittance
to his chosen profession.
— %— % — % — % —
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THE CLARKIA.
What happens to people who never make enough “stir”
in the world to be noticed? The same thing which hap
pens to the Clarkia when she remains locked up iu the Lit
erary hall from one session to another—they simply “die
off,” and nobody misses them.
It has been demonstrated that a plant, grown in dark
ness, though it grows rank and contains mucn sap, is void
of color, strength and the power of reproduction. Why
is this thing true? It is not because of imperfect seed, or
improper nourishment; it is because sunlight, the great
vitalizer, has been barred admittance to its cells, and it
has grown, incomplete and unstable. Bring this plant
forth into the hot sun, or expose it to a wind: it wilts,
and breaks off and dies.
An organization like our Clarkia Literary Society may
be compared to this plant: if it be keipt away from the
life-giving, invigorating, strengthening sunlight of ex
ternal communication; if it be excluded from all contact
with these things which add color and hardiness to fts
parts, how may we hope for the beautiful flowers, po
tent with graceful prophecy of a matured and perfect
fruit?
It is not because there is—to use a homely phrase—
a lack of life-sap in our society, but because there is a
lack of fibre, strength, firmness, which this sap forms
when condensed, that higher things are not attained. It
is preposterous to say that twenty or thirty young women',
banded together, have not even potential energy to de
velop into a successful organization of this kind. It is
only through a process of stagnation that such a thing
could occur. Such a thing has not occurred, and such
a thing shall not occur.
Let us not be like the cellar-grown piant; we are able
to be otherwise, and it remains with us, and us alone,
whether of not we shall be otherwise. Let us burst the
encompassing bands of our darkness, and come forth into
our sunlight, and grow straight, and strong, and beautiful,
and perfect.
And then when come the petty whirlwinds of criti
cism and ridicule we shall have risen above them,
and they will only fertilize and stir up the soil about our
roots, that we may grow the stronger, and rise the
higher.
F. A. W.

Why are the stars in the sky like the stars and stripes?
Because no nation under the sun can pull them down.-rFrom Pacific Wave.
\ v
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TH E HAW THORNE.

Omens' of a prosperous year for the Hawthorne are
numerous. The number of new members Wiho have added
their mames to the society^ roster proves that more in
terest in literary society work has been awakened among
the young men of the University than ever before.
The character of the work done by those placed upon
the programme is another evidence that promises much
in the biiildifig up of the society.
It is fexpected that, at the next meeting of the society,
the committee appointed to Consider the feasibility di
viding the Society into two et9fetions and inaugurating a
tfchtdSt between the two, will make its report. As such a
plan meets with the approval of everyone, it will not be
ibng before the merry contest, the winners of. which will,
at the Season’s ciose, receive from the losing side, d ban
quet, will be begun.
'the literary societies should take steps, immediately,
in arranging for an imtercollegiate debate. 6 itch events
ate the things which Create interest in the societies among
the Citizens.
Dr. Pikiey, a graduate ineiniber of the Hawthorne, has
made the promise of attendihg a meeting of the society
soon. Thene is nothing that pleases our members more
than to be reihembered by those Whj have done faithful
work for it in the past.
While visits are being mentioned, why is it that mem
bers of the faculty never attend meetings of the society?
Is it because an invitation has never been extended? If
so, let them consider the invitation to be presented here
with. A visit from a faculty member now and then would
not only make us feel that we had their moral support,
but their active co-operation as well.
G. S.
When the Ghost Walks.
A party of Americans were sitting on the ucper deck
of a Rhine River boat, enjoying the charming scenery.
One was reading aloud from a guide book about the vari
ous castles as they came into view. Just as the boat w.is
passing one of the finest old buildings, a woman in the
party exclaimed to her companions:
‘‘Why, that old caStle Is inhabited. See, there are
blinds at the Windows.”
“Kb,” Skid a mhn standing by her side, “those are the
shades of their ancestors.”
Very Cool Headed.
Left Halfback—That man Punter, the fullback, never
loSt his head in a game of football yet, did he?
Right HalfbAck (a joker)—No, I think not. He’s lost
an fear, part of his nose, five teeth, but I don’t remember
fever hearing of him losing his head.

A wealthy resident of Sidney, N. Y., has inaugurated
a movement among school children of the nation to pre
sent a loving cup to Admiral Cervera,
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FOOTBALL.

Since the last issue of The Kaimin our football team
has thrice contended for honors on the gridiron. Twice
saw the banner fall in galling defeat, and once it was
waved in happy victory.
The two lost games were bitter, but not ignominious
defeats. The boys demeaned themselves in a manner
which, though it did not bring them victory, at least won
them many admirers and elicited numerous predictions
of future successes before the season’s close. Naturally,
as time has passed, the team play has become more per
fect, until now the boys show admirable form.
Continuous practice for several weeks has also de
veloped powers of endurance which werfe sadly lacking m
both the Fort Shaw and Butte High School games.
Another point in which the team has shown consider
able improvement is its defensive work. Until dear ex
perience taught the men that it was an absolute necessity
for effective defensive play, it seemied impossible to im
press on most otf them that they must play low on the
line. The advance made in this particular was shown in
the way the vigorous onslaughts of the heavy Fort line
were repeatedly neld, in the first game with that team.
Perhaps the most costly weakness in our play which
was manifest in the Fort Shaw game, was the inability
oi our men to hold onto the ball. Time after time fum
bles of the most inexcusable sort gave the ball and thus
am immense advantage to the Indian boys.
Individually, the work of Hay and Walters, among the
new men, this year deserves especial mentlorn For a man
of his weight, the work of Walters on the end could be
subject to little or no criticism. Several of his tackles
have been remarkable, and repeatedly he has succeeded
in securing the ball orn fumbles in a most clever manner.
Hay’s work at half in the Fort game was the subject
of much praise. Never, during the game, did the ball
reach his hands but that it was carried toward the Fort’s
goal for considrable gains.
Allard has, from the start, in spite of being handicap
ped by several injuries of a more or less serious nature,
played his usual phenomenal game. To bis cool headed
and clever work as captain much of the excellent work
of the team Is due.
Barnes, Craig, Latimer, Marceyes amd Macauley, old
standbys, on whom we depend mostly for the body and
weight of the team, have been in the game from the first,
and have augmented, if possible, the admiration of their
many friends.
McDonald, for a man of his weight, did remarkable
work at center fo our game with the "boys in blue.”
Polleys’ light weight is the only drawback which debars
him from befog an exceptionally good player.
Altogether the work of the football team so far has
been very satisfactory.
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'Varsity fumbled, and Lyman secured the ball. It was
snapped to Ward, who was tackled by Marceyes with such
force that he lost the ball, which was secured by Latimer.
The ’Varsity then forced thieir way up to the Fort’s 20yard line, from where the ball was carried over by Al
lard for a toudhdown. Barnes failed to kick goal and
the score stood116 to 0.
On the kickoff which followed this goal, Hay returned
the bail to the center of the field, when time was called,
the first half being finished.
The second half commenced with the oall in the pos
session of the Fort team. On the kickoff Farrell return
ed the ball to the University’s 40-yard line. Barnes made
SECOND GAME WIT'H FORT MISSIULA.
a 20-yard gain by a punt, and the ’Varsity soon secured
On Saturday, November 9th, the second game of foot possession of the ovoid mass by holding their opponents
ball in the series to be played with the Fort Missoula for downs. Allard made a 25-yard run, but the ball went
eleven, was contested on the home grounds, with the to the Fort on the next play through a fumble by Hay.
gratifying result of a score of 26 to 0 in favor of the The ’Varsity boys were not long in securing possession of
it again, however, and Sedman crossed the line for a
’Varsity.
touchdown,
making the score 21 to 0 ini U. of M.’s favor.
Despite the one-sided score, which would indicate a
Barnes
failed
to kick goal.
game of little interest, enthusiasm on the side lines was,
all through the game, at quite a high pitch.
On the next play Lyman made a pretty run of 25 yards
The fast ball play d by our boys, their splenlid inter line but lost the ball on being tackled. After a punt, by
ference and the pretty individual work of Allard and Sed* Barnes, the ball was given to Allard, who carried it over
man in running, Barnes in punting, and Marceyes and the goal line, making the last touchdown of the game.
Latimer in tackling, caused the ’Varsity rooters to evince Barnes again failed to put the ball between the goal posts
and* the score stood 26 to 0.
great enthusiasm.
The unfortunate mishap which befell Lyman, the Fort’s
The remainder of the half was spent in unimportant
crack halfback, whereby he sustained a fracture of the play, the accident to Lyman, when downed by Latimer’s
shoulder blade, was a matter of sincere regret to all who heavy tackle, being the only point of especial interest.
had witnessed his brilliant work. All along, the playing
Bari Greenough, who was put in as center for the ’Var
of Lyman has been of an unusually high order, and he was sity in place of McDonald, who was absent, played his in
frequently the recipient of generous applause by the itial game in very commendable style. Hay’s work at
frlemds of both teams alike. In his disability the Fort quarter, a new position for him, was also very satisfac
team lose® its most efficient player.
tory.
The game started at 2:48, the ’Varsity kicking off to
The forceful work of the ’Varsity team in the two
the Fort. The ball was downed on the Fort’s 10-yard line, games with the Fort Missoula eleven, gives ground for
from where it was advanced, by Lyman’s run, twenty-five the belief that the much-coveted victory over Bozeman
yards. By a series of line bucks, it was brought to the on Thanksgiving day will be secured by our boys.
center of the field, where it was lost to the ’Varsity on
S.
downs. No sooner was the ball snapped to Allard than he
proceeded to make for the Fort’s goal line, which he reached
BASKETBALL.
after a 50-yard run, aided by splendid interference.
Barnes kicked goal, making the score 6 to 0 in ’Varsity’s
On November 16, for the first time within the history
favor.
of
the University, a team composed of young ladies will
The Fort then kicked off to the ’Varsity, Barnes re
go
forth upon the field of athletics under the ’Varsity ban
turning the ball to the center of the field by a pretty
ner.
A basketball game has been arranged1for in Butte,
punt, where it was downed. Missoula again secured the
to
be
played on the above date, with a team of the
ball on downs, and Allard again crossed the Fort’s goal
Smoky
City’s fair onesi. Under the efficient coaching of
line for a touch dowra, making a pretty run of 45 yards.
M
r.
Bannes,
the girls have rapidly developed from novices
Here again the ’Varsity’s interference was brilliant.
to
real
experts
ian the gamo. Timidity has given place to
Barnes failed to kick goal; score 11 to 0 .
aggressiveness,
uncertainty to confidence, and ignorance
On the Fort’s kick-off, Allard returned the ball to the
with
regard
to
the
principles of the game to knowledge.
20-yard line. Sedman then went through for a pretty
That
the
team
will
do credit to the University cannot be
gain on an end run. The ball was passed to Barnes, who,
doubted
when
the
personnel
is knowm. It is as follows:
bv a splendid kick, snot it within a. yard of 1he Fort’s goal.
Forwards—
Margaret
Ronaaii
and Eloise Rigby.
Here ’Varsity was p ^lized 10 yards on an off side play.
Center—
Mabel
Jones.
Barnes tried for a goal from the field, but failed to make
Guards—Meriam Hathaway and Lucia Mirrilees.
it. The Fort kicked off to the ’Varsity and Farrell return
The substitutes ane: Thula Toole, Ethel Barnes, Fay
ed the ball to the center of the field by a pretty run.
Although it may not be proper policy to make excuses
for defeat, we firmly believe that the lack of a trained
quarter back was the only thing which enabled the Fort
Shaw team to gain the victory over our team that they
did. As for the defea of the team, in Butte by the High
School, that was not caused by poor play on the part of
any of our men. True, the defensive work during the last
half was, on our part, weak; tout this was due to the fact
that our best men had -been deliberately disabled by vic
ious play on the part of the High School (?) men. This,
coupled with miserable Indifference to unfair play on the
part of the officials, was what gave the game to Butte.
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Murray, Evelyn. Polleys, Caro Wells, Maud Burns, Ona
Some of the old “stand-bys” have again entered the
Sloane, and Mildred Corbin.
University and joined the football team. They are indeed
Beside the game mentioned, two others have been ar welcome and the names of Allard, Sedman, Macauley, Lat
ranged for; one with the Butte team, to be played in Mis imer and Hiechler are, in themselves, enougn to make any
soula on November 23, and ome with the Helena High opposing team quail.
School team, to be played in Helena on December 6.
Homer McDonald has again assumed the burdens of
school life, and will make a valuable addition to the
’’Varsity team.
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At a meeting of the University Oratorical association,
held in the ohapel, after convocation on Wednesday, No
vember 6th, the annual election of officers took place.
Those elected to serve for the ensuing year were: Geo.
Greenwood, president; Edw. Williams, vice-president; Miss
Meriam Hatheway, secretary-treasurer.
id

It is unanimously agreed that the reception to the
students givien by Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Greenough, on Fri
day evening, October 25, was one of the most pleasant
affairs of the present school year. Their hospitality, so
generously extended, has won for them many friends.
Professor Harkins spent several days last week in a
visit to the mines of Butte and Anaconda.

Miss Jeanette Rankin met with a very distressing ac
The University was recently honored by a visit from cident while engaged in playing basketball a week or so
Mr. Douglas, a former instructor in the U. of M. Mr. ago. While running after the bail she and her sister col
Douglas has, during the past summer season, beetn active lided, with the result that Miss Jeanette sustained a frac
ly engaged in field work for Princeton University, with ture of the nasal bone. The mishap caused her to re
which institution he is now connected.
main at home for several days, but the injury, though very
painful, was not serious.
The students were, at a recent convocation., favored
with a short address by John M. Evans. We hope that
While it is a well known fact that exercise strengthens
the hearty welcome he received will tempt him to again
and
invigorates both mind and body, it is perhaps anew disr
visit us.
covery that basketball awakens the dormant genius of the
brain and prods the very soul to poetry; but the following
Perhaps one of the most instructive addresses made lines seem to prove it:
to the student body by our visitors during convocation
hour, was that by Professor Warmam. He took for his
Oh, basketball is the stuff for us
text, “The Right Method of Physical Training.” His na
We play it every night
tional reputation, as well as his own magnificent physique,
Out on the field by Science Hall
fully verify his methods.
We play with all our might.
Superintendent Beighle oi the public schools was also
a visitor at convocation, and gave a pleasant speech to
the students.
The reception given to the students and faculty of the
University and to the Garden City Business College by the
Y. P. S. C. E. of the Christian church was a very pleasant
affair. Functions of this character are open manifesta
tions of the interest of the people in our student body.
The superiority of team work on the part of the Fort
Shaw Indians, in our game with them on October 9, was
very noticeable. However, with more practice on the
part of the ’Varsity boys it is probable that a team will
be developed against which it will be difficult for the
Indians to score.
The reception given recently to the new students by
the old students and faculty was apparently enjoyed by
everyone. This reception is becoming a firmly estab
lished affair In the ’Varsity, and is an excellent way for
the members of the student body to become acquainted.

It’s the stuff for fat and skinny
For stubby and for tall
We run about with tangled scalps
And try to grab the ball.
Hully Gee! Hully Gee! Were de guy« of Noughty three.
The ’Varsity improvement committee was out on Hal
lowe’en and succeeded in making the little green stile
much less than, a nuisance than formerly.
When a bicycle collides with a boulder there is usually
a smash-up, and it is not the rock, but the bike that is in
jured.
The Junior class have organized and expect soon to
gives samples of their vocal powers. The officers are L.
Sheridan, president; Lu Reinhard, vice-president, Meriam
Hatheway, secretary.
Yankton College, South Dakota, is to have a $10,000
gymnasium.
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The following resolutions, which are self-explanatory,
were adopted at a recent meeting of the class ot 1902:
Whereas, The Heavenly Father, in his infinite wisdom,
has seen fit to call to the last great home the father of
one of our number, be it
Resolved, That the class of 1902 extend its heartfelt
sympathy to Fanny Maley in this, the hour of her bereave
ment.
GUY SHERIDAN,
JEANETTE RANKIN,
HAROLD BLAKE,
Committee.

In Memory of McKinley.
Washington, Oct. 11.—The organization of the Will
iam McKinley National Memorial Arch Association, whose
purpose is to have a $2,000,000-arch erected, by a national
popular subscription, to President McKinley, to be placed
at the Washington approach to the .proposed memorial
bridge to connect Washington with Arlington, is being
rapidly completed. Henry B. F. McFarland, one of th£
commissioners of the District of Columbia, is president,
and Secretary Gage was chosen secretary of the associa^
tion. The president and cabinet will be named- as hon
orary vice-presidents.-—Ex.
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Tired Tommy—I wonder what makes dose prairies so
flat?
Frowsie Freddy—’Cause de sun sets on 'em every even
ing.—Wrinkle.
“Did you tell her I was out, Bridget?"
“I did, mum."
“What did she say?”
“Thank the Lord, mum."’—New York Tribune.
The seven richest colleges of America with their en
dowments are: Girard, $15,250,000; Leland Stanford, Jr.,
$13,500,000; Harvard, $10,000,000; Columbia, 40,500,000;
Cornell, $8,000,000; Chicago, $6,500,000; Yale, $4,200,000.
On the present roll of the Carlisle Indian School there
are 1218 students, representing 76 tribes in all.—Ex.
. The centennial of Daniel Webster’s graduation from
Dartmouth, was celebrated September 25 with interesting
ceremonies. The principal event was the laying of the
corner-stone of Webster Hall, the new college building
to be erected in memory of the statesman.
Conundrum—Why is a man like a kerosene lamp?
He isn’t especially bright;
He’s often turned down, usually smokes,
And frequently goes out at night.
Mrs. Phoebe Hurst has made a large donation to the
University of California.
American athletes are much pleased with the results
of the international athletic contest held in New York
on September 25. Harvard, Yale, and Cambridge each
won three of the nine events while Oxford was unable to
claim any of the glory. No reoords were broken.
First Freshie—How’d you get your feet wet?
Second Freshie—My corporal marched us down to
Strawberry creek and ordered us to fall in.

Then and Now.
What
would she
say if shie
saw gi r l s
t oday w i
s ki r t s
c l ut c he d
so tightly
they all
look
this
way?

—Ex.
Inexperience.
Mr. G. Ormandizer (struggling to carve the first turkey
his wife had ever cooked)—Say, Mary, the bones in this
bird are thicker than a shad’s—just hear the knife grit.
Mrs. G. Ormandizer (almost crying with anxiety)—You
must be against the shells, George.
Shells?
Yes, George; don’t you remember that you asked me
to stuff the turkey with oysters.?—Ex.
’Bridget’s Dilemma.
A newly arrived domestic was secured to do house
work by an up-town family of Lewiston, Maine. In the
course of her duties she was told to iron some clothes
and hang them on the horse. A little later the maid ap
peared before her mistress with the clothes in her hands
nad a look of perplexity on her face.
“Why didn’t you hang the clothes on the horse, Bridg
et?" asked the latter.
“Sure an’. I tried to, ma’am, but he kept movin’, ain’
they wouldn’t stay.’’
Sure enough, knowing no other horse in her native
land, she had gone to the stable and endeavored to hang
them on the restive Dobbin, with the result indicated.
The above is a fact.—Lewiston (Me.) Journal.

Michigan! Agricultural College adds eleven new names
to its teaching force this year.
Nebraska boasts of a guard for her football team who
weighs 224 pounds and measures 6 feet 8 inches high.
The rooters call him “shorty."
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THE VARSITY OVERCOAT
Is one of the handsomest designs of the year. It is made
especially for young men by the great tailoring firm of
HART, SHOFFNER & MARX. The prices range from

$ i5.oo to $28.00
T H E VARSITY SUIT
Is made by the same noted tailors. It is a handsome suit
for young men, up-to-date in every particular. Your
tailor cannot duplicate it for double its price—

$ i 5 .oo to $25.00
Ha rt*
Schaffher

All the latest designs in MEN’S FURNISHINGS.
Everything new and fresh. A fine line of Novelties
for young men.

Tailor'
& fa d e

Clofhes

Missoula Mercantile Co.
MISSOULA, MONTANA
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BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
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FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
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FANCY
CANDIES
F R U IT S and
VE G E TAB LES

C. J. LEM LEY
fy fm -fy a n t T a > l ° p
529 Higgins Avenue,
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NATIONAL

3 . T O . X te te r
Stationery
Bool<s. -

t

OF-

Missoula, Montana
(NO. 2106)

And School Supplies jl
Typewriters and
Typewriter Supplies

A /O . / 0 3 E A S T F R O N T S T .
MISSOULA, MONTANA.

s , $ 7 5 ,0 0 0

m
1
i
1m
1
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DIRECTORS:

§ * A. B. HAMMOND, President
I0
A. G. ENGLAND, Vice-President.
CASHIER.
I1 O. G. ENGLAND. J.C. MH.. KEITH,
M’LEOD.
i
I

♦

t

T. L GREENOUGH.

R. A. EDDY.

♦o*o*o^o*o+o*o*o*o^o*o^o+o*o4o^o*o^o^o^d

f Stoddard & Ross
I XTbe Ikaimin
♦
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I
♦
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♦

Urges the students

|

of the Un iversity to

|

give their patronage to

♦♦

MISSOULA, MONTANA.
210 East Main Street.
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INSURANCE AND LOANS

X

I those who have been
so generous in adver=
tising with us.

Fruit Farms and
City Property
Improved and Unimproved
For Sale

0**0

|jjj

Suits at
$9.98 to $25

i^

Overcoats
from
$8 .5 o to $25

YOUNG MEN
Can dress well at moderate
cost if they buy Kuppenheimer Clothing at the
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FOR SALE ONLY AT
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EMSLEY’S I
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i. N. MENS 4 CD.
C hoice
Family
Groceries
FANCY CANDIES
FRESH NUTS, FRUITS and

- V e g e t a b le s - *
4*
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Only Exclusive Shoe Store
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NEED ANY

of MISSOULA Is

We make a specialty of all
kinds of Shirts for all kinds of
men to do all kinds of work in.
We sell the celebrated

R ittjn iL r A H ir e r 's
BEST, SNAPPIEST
LINE OF

SHOES

ever carried in this
section of the country.
We are agents for

I Summit Shirts
They are made in*all fabrics
and sleeve lengths. They are
equal to custom made and are
much cheaper. We also carry
the finest line of

Ladies’ Line Gents’ Line
FORD
FOSTER
DELSARTE
UTZ AND DUNN

STETSON
WEST POINT
GORDON-KILEY
JOHNSON & MURPHY

Children's Shoes a Specialty
♦o4o^o4o4o4o4o<*o*o*o^o#o*o*o*o^o^o*o4o^o

CLOTHING
In
E. A W
Collars
and Cuffs

the City.

F. L. DARBEE
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